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Facial expressions are highly informative for computers to understand and interpret a person’s mental and physical activities.
However, continuously tracking facial expressions, especially when the user is in motion, is challenging. This paper presents
NeckFace, a wearable sensing technology that can continuously track the full facial expressions using a neck-piece embedded
with infrared (IR) cameras. A customized deep learning pipeline called NeckNet based on Resnet34 is developed to learn
the captured infrared (IR) images of the chin and face and output 52 parameters representing the facial expressions. We
demonstrated NeckFace on two common neck-mounted form factors: a necklace and a neckband (e.g., neck-mounted
headphones), which was evaluated in a user study with 13 participants. The study results showed that NeckFace worked well
when the participants were sitting, walking, or after remounting the device. We discuss the challenges and opportunities of
using NeckFace in real-world applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Facial expressions are highly related to a persons’ emotions and activities, e.g., eating. Therefore, to recognize
human activities precisely, computing systems need to track and interpret facial expressions continuously.
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Fig. 1. Overview of Neck-Face

For instance, a person’s facial expressions can be used to understand a person’s emotions [32, 44]. Facial
expressions can also be applied to recognize activities that involve facial movements. For example, researchers
have demonstrated that computers can interpret what a person speaks by just analyzing the facial expressions
(mostly the movements of lips) extracted from the images of the face, which is also known as silent speech
[16, 33]. Furthermore, facial expressions can also help recognize activities with massive facial movements such as
eating, drinking, and smoking [12]. To recognize these human activities with facial expressions, the first step is
to continuously and accurately track the full facial expressions in daily activities.

In order to recognize and track facial movements, researchers have developed a variety of intelligent sensing
systems. The most popular technique utilizes computer vision (CV) techniques to reconstruct facial expressions,
analyzing the user’s face captured by a frontal camera. This method has provided promising performance[17, 52]
in scenarios where the camera can capture the face without any occlusion. However, this method’s setup
requirements are demanding in real-world scenarios. It significantly limits the user’s movement range by
requiring the user to stay in front of a camera without collusion, resulting too constraining for continuously
monitoring every day activities. Furthermore, it may not work well if the user is in motion or outdoor, where it is
hard to set up a frontal camera.

To address the above challenges left by traditional CV-based methods, the wearable research community has
developed portable systems to recognize facial expressions in mobile settings using different sensing methods
such as Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) [43], Electromyography (EMG) [21, 49, 50], and ultrasound [35].
Unfortunately, most of them can only recognize discrete facial expressions instead of continuously tracking the
full facial expressions and require obtrusive instrumentation on the user’s body (e.g., attaching electrodes on
the face [57]), making them impractical to be worn daily. There is a need for a minimally-obtrusive wearable
sensing method that can continuously track the full facial expressions. One recently published research project,
C-Face [7], has demonstrated a new direction on wearable-based facial expression tracking system. It enables
an ear-mounted device by embedding a pair of miniature RGB cameras into both sides of earphones to capture
the contours of the face (e.g., earphones). These images of contours are used to train a deep learning model,
which could estimate the full facial expressions represented by 42 facial landmarks. However, the intellectual
space for tracking facial movements with wearables is still largely open. The users deserve a complementary
set of wearables that they can choose from to track facial movements depending on the context. For instance,
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Fig. 2. Facial expressions with head rotations used in NeckFace. 3D mesh model© Apple

to continuously track the facial movements, the users have to always wear the device. Many people may feel
uncomfortable wearing an earphone or headphones through daily activities, which may obstruct hearing. Thus,
providing a rich set of alternative wearable technologies is critical to satisfying diverse needs from users.
To address the above challenges, we present NeckFace, the first neck-mounted wearable sensing technology

that can continuously track the full facial expressions by using infrared(IR) cameras to capture the chin and face
beneath the neck. One thing worth to mention is that the face captured from the neck only contains partial info
on the nose, cheeks, mouth (no eyes or eyebrows). Traditional CV-based methods (e.g., Dlib) can not directly
extract facial expressions using the face’s partial/incomplete information. Inspired by C-Face, we believe that
by stitching this incomplete information on various facial components together, we could reconstruct the full
facial expressions, including the movements of the eyes, eyebrows, cheek, mouth, nose, and chin. To validate
this research hypothesis, we developed NeckFace on two common neck-mounted form factors: the necklace and
neckband (e.g., neck-mounted headphones), as shown in Figure 1. To ensure high-quality ground-truth data on
facial expressions, we adopted a new ground-truth capturing system using the TrueDepth camera on the iPhone
X and ARKit API 1. This technology allows us to collect detailed facial expressions on all facial components,
including the cheek, mouth, eyes, eyebrows, chin, and nose, and the three-dimensional head rotation angles. It
represents each facial expression with 52 blend shapes, each controlled by a parameter ranging from 0 to 1000
(after multiplying a scale factor of 1000 on the original parameter(0-1)). NeckFace uses a customized deep learning
model NeckNet to predict the parameters of these 52 blend shapes and the angles of the head’s three-dimensional
rotation by learning the IR images of the bottom of the face captured from the neck. To evaluate our systems, we
conducted a user study with 13 participants under two real-world scenarios: 1) when the user performs eight
kinds of facial expression when the user is sitting while rotating the head, and 2) walking.
To evaluate our systems, we conducted a user user study with 13 participants. Each participant was asked

to perform eight facial expressions while sitting and walking as shown in Figure 2. In the sitting scenarios, the
participants were also asked to rotate the head while performing the facial expressions, and remounted the device

1https://developer.apple.com/augmented-reality/
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in one session. The average Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 52 blendshape parameters (range from 0 to 1000) on
necklace and neckband under these three scenarios (sitting without remounting, sitting with remounting, and
walking) are 30.293, 34.166, 25.359 and 25.612, 28.418, 22.635 respectively. Furthermore, NeckFace can estimate
the three-dimensional rotational angles (roll, yaw, pitch) of the head with an average error of 3.554, 4.336, 2.456
degrees for a necklace, and 3.146, 3.649, 2.584 degrees for a neckband.
The contribution of this paper is:
• We present the first neck-mounted wearable system that can continuously track the full facial expressions.
It contains a customized data processing and deep learning pipeline which can estimate the full facial
expressions represented by 52 blendshape parameters and three-dimensional head rotations extracted by
TruthDepth camera 2 on iPhone and ARkit.

• We evaluated the system on two prevalent neck-worn form factors: neckband and necklace, under three
conditions: when the user is static, walking, and remounts the device.

• We discuss the limitations, challenges, and opportunities of NeckFace on applying them in real-world
devices and scenarios. And a discussion on the challenges.

2 RELATED WORK
NeckFace is a neck-mounted wearable device that can continuously reconstruct the facial expressions. Therefore,
in this section, we define related work as: 1) neck-mounted wearables; 2) non-wearable methods to recognize facial
expressions; 3) wearable-based methods to recognize facial expressions. We also highlight the key contributions
of NeckFace comparing to prior works.

2.1 Neck-mounted Wearable Devices
We chose neck-mounted piece as the form factor as people are used to wearing neck-piece in daily activities. For
example, people wear a necklace or neckband(e.g., Bluetooth speakers). Furthermore, the neck is closer to head,
which is a good position to observe and sense human activities without instrumenting heads. Researchers have
deployed electrodes [57] or ultrasonic sensors [35] to recognize weak or silent speeches. Neck-mounted sensors
also have been used to estimate head posture [34], and recognizing eating activities through capacitive/pressure
sensing[10] or jawbone movements[13]. Several other neckbands have been developed throughout the years to
detect chewing and swallowing activities [1, 11, 20, 31]. Similar to NeckFace, [9] also adopts an infrared camera
around the neck. But it only recognizes the carotid pulse and breathing rate.
Based on our knowledge, we have not identified any neck-mounted device that can continuously track the

facial expressions, which clearly distinguishes NeckFace from prior neck-mounted sensing systems.

2.2 Estimating Facial Expressions Using Non-wearables
The most popular method for tracking facial expressions uses cameras (E.g., RGB cameras [53, 58, 67], RGB-D
cameras [26, 62], thermal cameras [23]) in front of the user, to capture the entire face. These face images are sent
and processed by computer vision algorithms to extract or estimate the facial movements. Traditional computer
vision methods estimate the facial movements based on the prior knowledge of the facial structures and analysis
of the images [15, 48, 64, 70]. As deep learning has proven to be effective in many ML tasks, a variety of deep
learning-based methods[14, 23, 28, 30, 37, 39, 40, 51, 54, 59, 68, 69] have also shown promising performance on
tracking facial expressions. More importantly, most of these CV-based methods can work in a user-independent
manner, which means the user does not need to provide any training data before using it. Thus, a mature public
library can extract facial expressions using RGB cameras [36] or a depth camera (e.g., TrueDepth Camera).

2https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208108
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However, despite the impressive performances, these systems do not work well in scenarios where the camera
can not be set up or capture the user’s face. This drawback has limited the applications of tracking the user’s facial
expressions in mobile settings. Moreover, the frontal camera always introduces privacy concerns as images may
include sensitive private information on the user or the surrounding environment. Especially the methods using
frontal cameras could capture the full face of the user, which is highly sensitive private information. NeckFace
has a camera with an IR filter, which captures the head from the neck. It significantly reduces the risk of privacy
leakage. First, it does not capture the entire face. It is much harder to identify a person from the IR images
captured by NeckFace, as shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, it will not capture the surrounding environment,
as they will show in black in the IR images. In summary, compared to placing cameras in front of the face, a
neck-mounted wearable is less obtrusive, hands-free, and more privacy-aware.

2.3 Facial Movement Reconstruction with Wearable Sensors
Researchers in the wearable community have developed many wearable sensing devices to recognize facial
expressions, such that they work without limiting the user’s range of movements. Most of these wearable systems
are attaching sensors or electrodes on different parts of the head to capture the corresponding signals that are
related to facial movements, including acoustic sensors[29], piezoelectric sensors[38, 56], capacitive sensors[49],
magnetic sensors[19, 55], barometers[3], electromyography (EMG) signals [21, 49, 50], etc. Unfortunately, most
of these systems require heavy instrumentation on the human body (e.g., attaching electrodes on the body).
Furthermore, none of them can continuously track the full facial expressions as they recognize a list of discrete
facial gestures.

To continuously track the facial expressions in VR, researchers have put cameras on and into VR headset, such
that they can capture the critical facial components such as eyes or mouth[5, 24, 63]. However, putting a camera
in front of the face is not feasible in daily activities. The latest work C-Face, is the only wearable device that
can continuously track facial movements without directly seeing the face(e.g., eyes, mouth)[7]. It attached RGB
cameras on earphones and headphones. Using Deep Learning to map the contour of the chin to the pose of the
face demonstrated promising facial-movement tracking performance.
As we have discussed in the introduction, NeckFace, as a neck-mounted wearable, was not designed to

compete with C-Face, as an ear-mounted wearable. They provide a complementary set of wearables that the
users can choose from to track facial movements depending on the context. As a form factor, many people are
comfortable wearing a necklace (NeckFace) throughout the day, while not many would keep an earphone(C-Face)
on during the day. Offering users with different wearable options are important in the future when wearables
are ubiquitous. Beyond the key differences above, NeckFace also presents significant advantages over C-Face on
tracking performance and system implementation.

Firstly, the ground-truth resolution on facial expressions is relatively low, which uses 42 landmarks extracted
using Dlib library [36] representing the mouth, eyes, and eyebrows. Many complex and extreme facial movements
can not be extracted from RGB images of the face using Dlib. For instance, C-Face/D-Lib can not track the cheek’s
movements, an essential component for facial expressions. NeckFace adopts a more advanced facial expression
representation system, which uses 52 land shapes. It can track much detailed and subtle facial movements on all
facial components, including eyes, eyebrows, mouth, nose, cheeks, and chin. Secondly, it is hard to segment the
human skin from different backgrounds in RGB images, which is one of C-Face’s limitations. NeckFace address
this issue by using IR cameras, which segmenting the human body from backgrounds more accurately and reliably
in IR images. Thirdly, C-Face requires two RGB cameras, while NeckFace can work well with only one camera.
Having half the number of cameras not only reduces the energy consumption but also half the size of data. A
smaller size of data would make the data transmission and process more efficient, which is another important
metric for real-world deployments. Lastly, NeckFace can capture the facial expression and head orientation (in 3D)
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simultaneously, which is critical to VR applications. However, additional sensors such as IMU must be deployed
to estimate the head pose for the wearables on other positions like ear-mounted or head-mounted.
Overall, NeckFace is the first neck-mounted wearable technology that can continuously track the full facial

movements without the need of capturing the entire face.

3 THEORY OF OPERATION
The intuitive sensing principle behind NeckFace is that the images of the head captured from the neck can include
incomplete shapes about the neck, chin, cheek, mouth, and nose, as Figure 3 shows. This information is not
enough to directly extract facial expressions using traditional CV-based methods (e.g., Dlib library), as none of
them captures each facial component’s complete picture. However, in our preliminary experiment, we notice
that the shapes about the neck, chin, cheek, mouth, and nose captured from the neck-mounted camera present
visually distinguishable patterns when the user performs different facial expressions in Figure 3(a),(b),(c),(d) or
head rotations in Figure 3(d)(e). This finding encourages us to design and implement a hardware prototype and a
machine learning pipeline to realize the complex connections between the shapes of the head (the neck, chin,
cheek, nose, and mouth) observed from neck and the full facial expressions.

Fig. 3. Some examples of the images from bottom view during different facial expressions and head rotation. (Face movements:
(a). Natural. (b). Smile. (c). Mouth open. (d). Eyes close. (e). Head rotates left. (f). Head rotates up.)

4 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The initial observation from the preliminary experiment is encouraging. However, some challenges need to be
addressed while designing such a neck-mounted facial expression sensing system. In this section, we present the
detailed design and implementation of the hardware and algorithm on NeckFace.

4.1 Hardware Design
The first step of designing the hardware is to choose an appropriate sensing device, which: 1) captures detailed
information on the shape of the head (including the neck, chin, cheek, nose and mouth) from the neck; 2) provides
data that can easily segment the head from different backgrounds; 3) can be embedded into a minimally obtrusive
neck-mounted form factor.
We initially used an RGB camera to capture the face’s images from the neck. However, we soon realized it is

challenging to segment the head from different RGB images backgrounds reliably. Therefore, we look into other
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alternative sensing solutions, such as depth cameras, thermal cameras, and proximity sensor arrays that make
segmentation easier. However, some of them fail to meet other design considerations we listed above. Despite
that depth cameras can provide a high-resolution RGBD image for easy segmentation and depth information, all
depth cameras available in the market are bulky and not designed for sensing in a short distance between neck to
head (under 10cm).
Considering our ideal sensing device properties, we came up with three candidates: IR, Thermal, and RGB

camera. After conducting a pilot study (detailed written in the later section) that compared the three cameras’
different results, we discovered that the IR camera met all the requirement and outperformed the thermal and
RGB camera; thus, we chose to use an active infrared (IR) sensing approach, which segments the head from the
background while providing high-resolution data.
Specifically, our active IR sensing hardware is composed of three parts: OV5647 camera (sensible to infrared

850𝑛𝑚 spectrum, FoV 130 degree, 30 FPS, adjustable focus, and auto exposure), IR narrow band-pass filter (850
nm), and NIR (Near-Infrared) LED (TY-850nm3W, light angle 120 degrees) as shown in Figure 4(a). In our active
sensing method, the 850nm NIR LED projects the bright IR light on the bottom of the chin with around 9𝑚𝑊 /𝑐𝑚2

intensity, which is safe for human skin according to the previous research [4]. Then the IR band-pass filter placed
on the lens of IR cameras would filter out most of the visible light such that the IR camera can only capture the
infrared light mostly reflected by the skin. In this way, the human’s chin is much brighter than the background
(regardless of the content in the background) in the captured IR images, as shown in Figure 4, which makes it
much easier and be more robust to segment the head from the complex backgrounds. Also, since most of the
background is invisible to our IR camera, it can better protect the surrounding environment’s privacy. We connect
the cameras to a Raspberry Pi 4 board to read the IR camera images through a CSI interface. Then the Raspberry
Pi uploads the images captured by cameras to the server through WiFi.

Fig. 4. Hardware and from factor design of NeckFace

4.2 Form Factor Design
After choosing the appropriate sensing device(IR camera), the next step is to design an appropriate form factor to
house the IR cameras. There are three factors we consider while designing this neck-mounted form factor. The
device should: 1) maintain a relatively stable position to capture the entire chin shape when the users are either
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walking or rotating their heads; 2) have an acceptable size and weight which can be worn for daily use; 3) have
good practicality and portability.
We design two form factors for NeckFace: a necklace and a neckband since they are popular daily worn

accessories(e.g., neckband: neck-mounted Bluetooth speaker).
As shown in Figure 4 (d), the necklace form factor has three major components: 1) A long light-weight silver

chain to hang our device; 2) A 3D printed necklace base offers a small hoop for the chain to go through; 3) A 3D
printed camera holder to fix for IR cameras.

It is worth mentioning that the necklace base’s design went through several iterations to find a balance between
size, shape, and stability. When wearing a necklace, a complete smooth plane between the back of the necklace
and the cloth could lead to severe swinging; thus, we put an angle between two wings and the necklace (17
degrees) to cancel out the shift of center of mass and provide stability (the human’s chest is not flat). Since the 3D
printed component’s weight is lighter than the camera, we used a quarter dollar coin to balance the mass center.
As shown in Figure 4(e), the neckband form factor has three major components: 1) A flexible neckband blue

tooth earphone; 2) A pair of 3D-printed cases fixed on the neckband; 3) A pair of 3D-printed camera holders with
a pair of 3D-Printed joints (same as a necklace) connected to the cases. The camera could rotate horizontally and
vertically around the 3D-printed case.

4.3 Ground-truth Acquisition Method
We use the TrueDepth camera on iPhone (available on iPhone X or later models) and ARKit offered by Apple
to extract the full facial expressions as the ground-truth. Compared to the traditional CV library on extracting
facial expressions (e.g., Dlib), this ground-truth acquisition system can extract high-quality and fine-grained
details of facial expressions/movements on the eyes, eyebrows, cheeks, mouth, nose, and chin. It extracts facial
features, such as facial geometry and rotation, from a depth map created by the TrueDepth camera with 30,000
invisible dots. We chose to use the smartphone as a ground-truth method instead of using larger depth-sensing
equipment such as Kinect or RealSense since the ground-truth system can be easily set up and worn without
specific hardware requirements.

Fig. 5. Three examples of blendshape parameters describing eye blink(a), nose sneer(b) and mouth funnel(c). (The figure is
screenshotted from © Apple3)

Apple ARKit offers the pre-defined 52 blendshapes3 through which one can achieve complex facial animations.
The 52 blendshapes consist of seven features for both left and right eyes, twenty-seven features for mouth and
jaw movements, ten features for eyebrows, cheeks, nose, and tongue. For each blend shape parameter, the value
ranges from zero to one where the value one represents a specific animation’s maximum state. For example, as
shown in Figure 5, the image demonstrates three key features and its neutral configuration (0.0) to the maximum

3https://developer.apple.com/documentation/arkit/arfaceanchor/blendshapelocation
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movement (1.0): eyeBlinkLeft, noseSneerLeft, and mouthFunnel. We multiply the parameters by one-thousand
for calculation. Also, we recorded the head’s orientation in Euler angles (roll, yaw, pitch) that ARKit provides.

To enable ground-truth collection when the user is in motion, we deploy a wearable supporter that could hold
the iPhone so the user’s face could be captured, as shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Left: Camera Captured image and its facial expression reconstruction by ARKit, Left mid: Mobile ground-truth
data collection settings, Right mid: User perspective of the mobile settings, Right: iOS data collection application. 3D mesh
model© Apple

4.4 Data Processing Pipeline for NeckFace
This section presents NeckNet: a CNN-based deep learning processing pipeline (NeckNet), which learns the
IR images of chin and face captured from the neck to estimate full facial expressions and three-dimensional
head rotation. We chose a convolutional neural network (CNN) because it has shown excellent performance
dealing with 2D image tasks like classification, retrieval, and segmentation compared with other traditional ML
algorithms [25]. Another important reason on why approach deep learning model as the first attempt to address
this problem is that the mapping between the IR images of the face observed from the neck and the full facial
movements are much less intuitive compared to directly extracting facial movements from the images of the face.
It is even challenging for human eyes to directly find the connection. Therefore, we think a more complex ML
model such as deep learning would better handle the problem and find the hidden connections between the IR
images of the neck and chin with the full facial movements. Overall, we believe CNN is a good candidate for
our task, which involves 2D images of the human body. Furthermore, even with CNN which is hard to deploy
directly on a wearable computing platform, we shared a similar solution with other wearable devices, which use
the wearables as the sensing and data collection unit, and defer all heavy computation work (e.g., ML training
and processing) to another more powerful computers in the cloud. We also plan to further explore other ML
models with lower-requirement for resources in the future.

4.4.1 Overview of Proposed Pipeline. Figure 7 presents the deep neural network pipeline to estimate the blend-
shape parameters 𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝 and head orientation 𝑅ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 from IR images of chin and face. Specifically, we firstly
preprocess the raw IR images with the CV-based algorithm and then feed the processed images to a deep neu-
ral network called NeckFace to simultaneously reconstruct facial expression (represented by 52 blendshape
parameters) and head rotations).

4.4.2 Preprocessing. The preprocessing step is designed to reduce the influence of different types of noises
brought into the IR image (e.g., images shifting caused by the camera’s motion, image background noises caused
by other bright light sources). The preprocessing can also help the neural networks generalize better and more
robust when the images are captured in different settings, backgrounds, and scenarios. Our preprocessing process
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Fig. 7. Deep neural network pipeline for Neckface. 3D mesh model© Apple

is composed of three steps: color conversion, background segmentation, and data augmentation, as shown in
Figure 8.
First, we convert the raw IR images into gray-scale images to eliminate potential color variance. Since the IR

filter only allows monochrome light into the camera, the color in the images carries no actual meaning, while
only the brightness carries the valid information. Then, we separate the head from the backgrounds in IR images.
Since we adopt infrared sensing method as mentioned in section 4.1, the human skin (neck, chin and face) in the
IR image is much brighter than the background. However, in practice, some light sources containing IR light in
the background would still introduce some noises in the background as shown in the red circle in the Figure 8.
In order to remove these noises, we set a brightness threshold (threshold of brightness is 50) to binarize the
gray-scale image, then keep the maximum connected region and remove all other regions (light sources), as
shown in Figure 8. This solution works well in an indoor environment; however, this may be problematic if the
sunlight is too strong (e.g., when the user is in a sunny outdoor environment). We will discuss this issue and
propose our verified solutions in the discussion section 8.2.
Lastly, we apply data augmentation to make the system more robust to motion noise. In a real-world setting,

the camera’s position and angle can not be constants, as human activities can easily shift the position of the
cameras. For instance, if a user is walking, the camera’s position would shifts slightly around the neck. Or if a
user takes off the camera and puts back on again, the camera’s positions and angles may not be exactly the same
compared to the last worn position. Different camera positions would introduce significant different on view
angle and areas in the images for the same facial expressions. Even we have designed the form factor to increase
the stability of the form factor while wearing. The small shifts on camera positions is inevitable during our daily
activities. One straightforward way is to have the user to collect training data in each of these conditions (e.g.,
walking, remounting), which is time-consuming and influencing user experience. To mitigate this issue without
adding burdens to the user, we use data augmentation to synthesize the training data sets under these conditions.
More specifically, we set a probability of 60% to conduct three types of image transformations, which can be
caused by camera shifting: translation, rotation, and scaling on the images. We deploy 3 Gaussian Models to
generate the parameters for the translation(` = 0, 𝜎2 = 30), rotation(` = 0, 𝜎2 = 10), scaling(` = 1, 𝜎2 = 0.2) on
the synthesized training data. We will run the data augmentation on all the images in the training dataset during
each training epoch before feeding images into deep learning. Data augmentation can improve our deep learning
model’s ability to confront camera shifting and avoid over-fitting during model training.
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Fig. 8. Preprocessing for IR images

4.4.3 NeckNet Architecture. After preprocessing, the necklace and neckband generate one and two streams of
grey-scale pictures, respectively. Before we send them directly to the deep learning model, we duplicate the
input channels for necklace data because research [42] has demonstrated that duplicating grey-scale images to
three channels can improve the expressiveness and the ability to extract features of the model. Therefore, we
duplicate the grey-scale images of necklace three times to three channels and set the input channel of the first
convolutional layer as 3. We do not apply similar duplication on neckband, as it already has two channels.

Since Residual learning [22] has shown promising performance on image recognition, we design the structure
of NeckNet structure based on a Residual Network (ResNet34)[22] as the backbone, which extracts global features
from the input IR image as shown in Figure 7. In ResNet block, there is a batch normalization layer [22] and a
rectified linear unit (ReLU) following each convolutional layer. At the end of the 34-layer residual blocks, we
deploy an adaptive average pooling layer to obtain a feature vector representation of each image. After that, a
regression network, composed of two full-connected layers and a dropout layer [61] (𝑝 = 0.5) between them, is
placed behind the pooling layer. The last fully-connected layer comprises two parts: 52 blendshape parameters
𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝 and three Euler angles of head 𝑅ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 . Once we retrieved the estimated parameters on facial expressions and
rotations, we used a program in Unity to visualize a 3D mesh model of the human head, as shown in Figure 7.

4.4.4 NeckNet Loss Function. In NeckNet, we chose to use the Huber loss function [27] in our regression layer,
as shown in Equation (2). The biggest challenge we encountered when designing the loss function is that the
data set is imbalanced between inactive frames (natural facial expressions), where the user does not perform
facial expressions, and active frames, where the user is performing facial expressions. During data collection,
the samples of one particular facial expression are usually much smaller than the samples of the natural facial
expressions. In other words, the active frames of each facial expression are usually fewer than the inactive frames.
Therefore, if we directly apply Huber loss function and assign equal weights on all frames, the model would tend
to predict facial expressions closer to the natural facial expression to lower the total cost. Intuitively, it functions
as an average filter on a data stream, where the active frames are the peaks, and the inactive frames the flat curve.
If given equal weights, the predicted curve after applying the average filter would be flat. In other words, the
model would not take the risk and predict facial expressions with larger movements. To address this issue, we
introduce a customized loss function based on Huber Loss function by assigning higher weights of the active
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frames and lower weights to the inactive frames to address this issue. We first classify all the frames into inactive
frames and active frames using parameter threshold (more details in subsection 4.5). Then we assign different
weights (𝑤𝑎 for active frames and𝑤𝑛 for inactive frames) to their loss function according the proportion of two
types of frames. Specifically,𝑤𝑎 = 𝐾 × 𝑁𝑛/(𝑁𝑎 + 𝑁𝑛) and𝑤𝑛 = 0.5 × 𝑁𝑎/(𝑁𝑎 + 𝑁𝑛), where 𝐾 is the type number
of facial expressions except natural expression, and 0.5 is the coefficient selected by experiment, 𝑁𝑎 is the number
of active frames including natural facial expression, 𝑁𝑛 is the number of inactive frames including other 𝐾 facial
expressions. The following equation describes the details of our customized weight loss function.

𝐿𝐵 =
1
𝐵

𝐵∑
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑛 · 𝐼𝑛 (𝑝𝑖 ) (𝐿𝐻𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑟 (𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 ) + 𝐿𝐻𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑟 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 ))+
1
𝐵

𝐵∑
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑎 · 𝐼𝑎 (𝑝𝑖 ) (𝐿𝐻𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑟 (𝑝𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 ) + 𝐿𝐻𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑟 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 )) (1)

𝐿𝐻𝑢𝑏𝑒𝑟 (𝑦,𝑦) =
{ 1

2 [𝑦 − 𝑦]
2 for |𝑦 − 𝑦 | ≤ 1,

|𝑦 − 𝑦 | − 1
2 otherwise, (2)

where 𝐿𝐵 is the loss function for one batch data with batch size 𝐵. The 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑅𝑖 is the prediction result of
blendshape parameters and head rotation of frame 𝑖 , while 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑅𝑖 is the ground-truth of frame 𝑖 . 𝐼𝑎 and 𝐼𝑛 are
indicator functions which specify whether the frame 𝑖 is active or inactive, and𝑤𝑎 and𝑤𝑛 are the weights for the
loss of active frames or inactive frames respectively.

4.4.5 NeckNet Training. We deploy and train the NeckNet with Pytorch [46]. During training, we use the standard
mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer with momentum (0.9) and weight decay (1e-4) [41]. We
set the initial learning rate as 0.01 with Cosine learning rate annealing. For all experiments, our model is trained
for 80 epochs. During each training epoch, before fed into NeckNet, the full training dataset would be randomly
shuffled and divided into several batches (batch size = 30). Finally, after training, the NeckNet would be evaluated
on each frame from the hold-out non-overlapping testing dataset.

4.5 Evaluation Metrics

Fig. 9. The illustration of active frames and peak frames. 3D mesh model© Apple

We use Mean Absolute Error (MAE) to evaluate our result, which is widely used in evaluating the performance
of deep learning models. Specifically, we calculate the MAE of 52 parameters between ground-truth (𝑝) and our
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prediction 𝑝 across N frames as shown in the equation below:

𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
1
𝑁

𝑁∑
1

1
52

| |𝑝 − 𝑝 | |1

The MAE of three rotation angles between our prediction (𝑅) and ground-truth (𝑅) across N frames is calculated
using the equation below:

𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 =
1
𝑁

𝑁∑
1

1
3
| |𝑅 − 𝑅 | |1.

MAE is the average error across all the frames which include a lot of the frames with natural expressions. As the
reason we discussed above, it may not best represent the true performance of the model. Therefore, besides MAE
of all frames, we propose two other metrics: active MAE and peak MAE, which are representing the performance
on active frames and peak frames.
Active frames mean the frames when people conduct large facial expressions rather than natural facial

expressions. In order to determine whether one frame is active or inactive, we use the ground-truth data to
calculate the difference of the 52 parameters’ value between this frame and the inactive frame with natural
expressions (the blue curve in Figure9). Then we derive a threshold (2000, the green line in Figure 9). When the
difference between the current frame and the inactive frame is larger than the threshold, it is an active frame;
otherwise, it is inactive frames. The peak frames are the frames when the degree of one expression reaches
around the peak maximum. Specifically, we utilized the peak seeking algorithm (min-height = 2, prominence=0.3,
width=0.1, relative height=0.3) to find the peaks and regard the frames on the peak as the peak frames. Based on
active frames and peak frames, we calculate active MAE and peak MAE, where the active MAE calculates the
MAE of the active frames only, while the peak MAE is the MAE across the peak frames. Even though the active
MAE and peak MAE are usually larger than MAE, we believe presenting these results would help the readers to
comprehensive understand the true performance of our system.
MAE is a number, which is hard to interpret in terms of how different it would reflect on the reconstructed

facial expressions. Therefore, we generate a list of facial expressions using Unity, with different MAE ranging
from 20 to 140, as shown in Figure 10. As the Figure 10 shows, when the MAE is under 40, the predicted facial
expressions is visually highly similar to the ground-truth facial expressions. When MAE is between 40 to 80, the
prediction and ground-truth is close with visually noticeable difference. When MAE is larger than 80, it is hard to
link the ground-truth and predicted facial expressions as the same expression.

5 PILOT STUDY
Before we conducted the full user study, we conducted a pilot study on three co-authors to examine the hardware
configurations and camera positions on different form factors. The pilot study has two parts: 1) We compared
the performance among different cameras (IR, thermal and RGB), so that we can make an informative decision
on camera types;2) We evaluated different camera positions on two form factors to understand how would the
position of cameras impact the performance of NeckFace.

5.1 Comparisons between Different Types of Cameras
We conducted a preliminary pilot study to select a suitable camera focusing on different spectral domains. More
specifically we considered:

• an IR camera (OV5647: adjustable focus, auto exposure, 640x480 pixels, 30 FPS, FOV of 130 degrees) fitted
with an LED illuminator;
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Fig. 10. The visualization of two types of facial expressions with different MAE. 3D mesh model© Apple

Fig. 11. Camera’s position on neckband in pilot study. The result of wider neckband beats the narrow neckband; the lower
necklace indicates a better result. 3D mesh model© TurboSquid

• a small RGB camera (OV5647 with IR cut-off filter, a fixed focus, auto exposure, 640x480 pixels, 30 FPS,
FOV of 120 degrees);

• a thermal camera (mlx90640: fixed focus, 32x24 pixels, 30 FPS, FOV of 90 degrees);
When testing each camera, each researcher repeated five facial expressions (smile, openmouth, kissy face, eye close,
eyebrow raise) with head rotation from right to left slowly for six times (around 60×30𝐹𝑃𝑆×3.5𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 6300𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠
for each camera). To collect testing data, for each camera, each researcher repeated these five expressions twice
(total around 60 × 30𝐹𝑃𝑆 × 1.12𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 2100𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠 for each camera). We adjusted the lighting condition in the
data collection process to simulate real-world scenarios. Three cameras were placed at the same location during
this process. We found that the IR camera was the best with an average MAE of 26.28, followed by the thermal
camera (51.928) and the RGB camera (63.697). This led us to select the IR camera for the rest of the evaluation.

5.2 Comparison between Different Hardware Settings
It is to be expected that people might wear the neckband in different shapes and choose different lengths for
their necklace chain, leading to the camera position change. These changes could significantly influence the
performance of our system. We hypothesis that:

• Wider neckband (within a reasonable range) may have better reconstruction results since the IR cameras
placed on the end could grasp more information about the cheek motion around the eye and mouth;
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• Lower necklace position may have better reconstruction results since the IR camera would have a wider
field of view, improving recognition during head rotation. A lower setting will also benefit the overall scene
illumination;

• The further the camera is from the chest the better the recognition in part because less of the chest and
more off the face are visible to the camera.

We present our settings and results in 11. Note that for all settings, each researcher repeated the same five
expressions (smile, open mouth, kissy face, eye close, eyebrow raise up) with same head rotation from right to
left six times (6300 frames) for training data collection, and two times for testing (2100 frames).

As shown in Figure 11 right, the effect of distance to the chin met our expectations; however, the performance
did not improve significantly when we make the camera away from the chest. It might be that we did not move
the camera far enough, yet one has to consider that in this position, the necklace seems very obtrusive and not
practical. We will continue our evaluation with the best setting found here.

With respect to the neckband, Figure 11 left shows that the wider setting is better as expected. We will continue
our evaluation with the best setting found here.

6 USER STUDY
In order to evaluate how would the NeckFace perform when the user is sitting (with head rotation), after
remounting the device, and when the user is walking, we recruited 13 participants (5 females) with an average
age of 25. 5 participants have long hair, 2 participants have a beard, and 8 participants wear glasses. The user
study was conducted in a large and bright room, with six windows letting sunlight and several light tubes on the
ceiling. Our study was conducted across different times of the day, including morning, afternoon, and evening.
We used the TrueDepth camera on iPhone 10 Pro Max to collect the ground-truth data of the participant’s

facial expressions. The iPhone was mounted on the user using a chest mount, as shown in 6, which help point
the camera steadily towards the face. Besides collecting ground-truth of facial expressions, iPhone was also used
to play the demo video, which instructs the users on how and when to perform which facial expressions. We
used an Ethernet cable to communicate the data from the iPhone to our server. The resolution and frame rate of
our IR cameras was 640x480 and 30 FPS. These cameras are connected to a Raspberry Pi, which communicates to
the server using WiFi.

6.1 User Study Procedure
At the beginning of the user study, one researcher first helped the participant to wear our ground-truth capturing
device (TrueDepth camera on iPhone) on the chest and adjust the angle accordingly, as shown in Figure 6.
The researcher then assisted participants in wearing our prototype (necklace or neckband) and adjusting the
prototype at a fixed position according to the results from our pilot study. When data collection began, there
is no further adjustment to the device position. In the user study, the participants were asked to perform eight
facial expressions(natural, smile, smile with teeth, mouth open, kissy-face, sneer to the right, eye close, eyebrows
raise, shown in Figure 2) under two scenarios: 1) when the user is sitting, 2) when the user is walking.

6.1.1 The Sitting Scenario. In the first part of the study, the participants sit on a chair while wearing both the
chest-mounted iPhone (ground-truth) and our prototypes(necklace and neckband). The participants were asked
to perform the aforementioned eight facial expressions following the demonstration video shown on the iPhone.
To simulate the real-world scenarios, where the user may rotate the head while performing the facial expressions,
we asked the participants to move the head in four directions (up, down, right, left) following the demo video. To
perform each facial expression, the participants first mimicked the facial expression and then moved the head to
one of the four directions while maintaining that facial expression. The covering angles of rotation are about 80◦
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along yaw direction, 78◦ along pitch direction, and 12◦ along roll direction. Performing eight facial expressions in
one head direction once took approximately 3 minutes. This part can be divided into three sessions:

In the first session, we collected the training data. Each participant performed eight facial expressions six times
in each of the four head direction for each form factor (in a total of 2), which resulted in 192 (8 × 6 × 4) training
facial expression samples for each form factor. The dataset collected in these sessions contains around 12600
frames(60s/min × 30FPS × 7min).

In the second session, we collected testing data without remounting the device. After the participant completed
the first session, they were asked to take a break and then continue this second session. In this session, each
participant performed eight facial expressions twice in each of the 4 head directions for each form factor (in a
total of 2), which resulted in 64 (8 × 2 × 4) testing facial expression samples for each form factor. The dataset
collected in these sessions contains around 4500 frames(60s/min × 30FPS × 2.5min).
In the third session, we collected testing data after remounting the device. Remounting devices can cause a

position shift on the cameras, which may impact the system’s performance. Therefore, after session two, we
asked the participants to remove the form factor and put the form factor back. Then the participant was asked
to perform exactly the same procedure as the second session. Each participant performed 8 facial expressions
twice in each of the 4 head directions for each form factor (in a total of 2), which resulted in 64 (8 × 2 × 4) testing
facial expression samples after remounting for each form factor. The dataset collected in these sessions contains
around 4500 frames(60s/min × 30FPS × 2.5min).

6.1.2 The Walking Scenario. After testing our system’s performance in the first scenario where participants were
sitting on a chair, we evaluated them in a more complex and dynamic situation - walking in the second scenario.

In this part of the study, the hardware setting remained the same. The only difference is that the participants
were asked to carry a portable battery in a bag to supply power to NeckFace hardware. We marked large-sized
glowing arrows on the floor to guide participants walking to easily find the direction using the corner of the eyes
without the need to look down at the floor. The participants were instructed to keep their head naturally forward
while walking. This section can be divided into two sections: training and testing.

In the first session, the participant provided training data while keep walking along the marked path. Each
participant performed 8 facial expressions 6 times in one head direction (forward) for each form factor(in a total
of 2), which resulted in 48 (8 × 6 × 1) training facial expression samples for each form factor. The dataset collected
in these sessions totally contains around 7200 frames (60s/min × 30FPS × 4min).
In the second session, the participant provided testing data while keep walking along the marked path. Each

participant performed 8 facial expressions twice in one head direction (forward) for each form factor(in a total of
2), which resulted in 16 (8 × 2 × 1) training facial expression samples for each form factor. The dataset collected
in these sessions totally contains around 2340 frames (60s/min × 30FPS × 1.3min).

7 THE RESULTS ON ESTIMATING THE FACIAL EXPRESSIONS AND HEAD ROTATION ANGLES

7.1 Result for Sitting Scenario without Remounting the Device
We used the training data collected in the first training session in the sitting scenario to train our model, and
used the data from the second session in the same scenario (testing data without remounting) as the testing
data. The average MAE over thirteen participants across all frames on the data collected from testing sessions is
30.293(𝑆𝐷 = 6.336) for necklace and the 25.612(𝑆𝐷 = 5.069) for the neckband, as shown in Table. 1 and Figure 13.
The range of the ground-truth and prediction results for blendshape parameters is 0 to 1000 as we multiply the
raw parameters with 1000 as mentioned in 4.3. We also calculated the active MAE (MAE of frames excluding
natural facial expressions) and the peak MAE (MAE of frames when the degree of one expression reaches around
the peak maximum). The average active MAE and peak MAE are 34.857(𝑆𝐷 = 6.891) and 40.416(𝑆𝐷 = 9.294) for
the necklace, and 29.651(𝑆𝐷 = 5.875) and 34.337(𝑆𝐷 = 8.986) for the neckband. The performance on P2 was the
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Fig. 12. Ground-truth and prediction blendshape MAE of participants wearing necklace and neckband with highest and
lowest performance in sitting scenario without remounting. (Blue line is ground-truth and yellow line is predicted result)

best with an MAE of 20.917 with the necklace; the performance on P7 was the worst with an MAE of 46.359.
The reason for the bad performance on P7 with the necklace is that the long hair blocks the camera seriously
in this session of the experiment. As we have presented in Figure 10, an MAE under 40 indicates the predicted
facial expressions are highly similar to the ground-truth facial expressions acquired using the TrueDepth camera.
Therefore, we think NeckFace provided promising facial expressions tracking performance and worked very well
if the device was not remounted.
To provide the readers with more comprehensive details on the performance of NeckFace throughout the

testing session, we plotted the sum of values on 52 parameters from both the ground-truth and our predication
for participants wearing necklace and neckband with highest and lowest performance, as shown in Figure 12.
The yellow line is the values of predicted parameters, and the blue line is the values of the parameters acquired
by ground-truth.
As for estimating the rotation angles of the head, the average MAEs were 3.258◦ (𝑆𝐷 = 1.414◦), 2.574◦ (𝑆𝐷 =

0.900◦) and 4.829◦ (𝑆𝐷 = 1.614◦) in yaw, pitch, and roll for necklace. The average MAEs for neckband were
2.641◦ (𝑆𝐷 = 0.570◦), 2.474◦ (𝑆𝐷 = 0.459◦) and 4.322◦ (𝑆𝐷 = 0.861◦) MAE in yaw, pitch and roll.
To compare the necklace and neckband performance, we conduct a one-way ANOVA study on the MAE

of blendshape parameter reconstruction between two form factors. We found a statistically significant effect
(F(1,24)=4.32 and p=0.048<0.05). We also conduct the one-way ANOVA study on the MAE of head rotation
reconstruction between two form factors and find no significant effect (F(1,24)=1.38 and p=0.25>0.05). The results
of ANOVA analysis indicate that neckband has a statistically better performance than necklaces as for the facial
expression reconstruction. One possible reason is that the neckband used two cameras covering a wider area of
the chin and face, which helped achieve better performance. As for head rotation reconstruction, necklace and
neckband performance do not have a significant difference.

7.2 Result for Sitting Scenario after Remounting the Device
We used the training data collected in the first training session in the sitting scenario to train the model and used
the data from the third session in the sitting scenario (testing data collected after remounting) as the testing data.
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Fig. 13. MAE of parameters and rotation angles on each participant with necklace and neckband in sitting scenario without
remounting

Table 1. Average results of thirteen participants in sitting scenario without remounting (The results are shown with [Mean |
Standard Deviation])

Scenario Form factor
Blendshape MAE active MAE peak MAE

Sitting scenario
without remounting

Necklace 30.293 | 6.336 34.857 | 6.891 40.416 | 9.294
Neckband 25.612 | 5.069 29.651 |5.875 34.337 | 8.986

Form factor
Angle (◦) Yaw MAE Pitch MAE Roll MAE

Necklace 3.258 | 1.414 2.574 | 0.900 4.829 | 1.614
Neckband 2.641 | 0.570 2.474 | 0.459 4.322 | 0.861

As for the facial expression reconstruction, the average MAE for necklace and neckband over 13 participants is
34.166 (SD = 9.518, max = 57.598 for P7, min = 23.802 for P2) and 28.418 (SD = 7.859, max = 49.245 for P3, min =
18.427 for P11) respectively as shown in Figure 14. Although there was a slight performance drop compared to
the previous session where the testing data was collected without remounting, all MAEs are still under 40, which
indicates our predicted results after remounting was still highly similar to the ground-truth. Regarding the head
rotation angle estimation, the average MAE over three angles increase from 3.554◦ to 4.336◦ with the necklace
and from 3.146◦ to 3.649◦ with neckband as shown in Figure 14.

We also ran a two-way ANOVA test to study possible effects between remounting and form factors. We found
the main effect on form factors (F(1,48) = 6.48 and p = 0.014), which indicates that the type of form factor has a
significant effect on facial expression reconstruction performance. Meanwhile, we did not find a main effect on
the performance before remounting and after remounting (F(1,48) = 2.65 and p = 0.11), meaning that our system’s
performance does not significantly differ before remounting and after remounting. There were no interaction
effect between these two variables (F(1,48) = 0.068 and p = 0.79). Also, we conducted the two-way ANOVA on the
MAE of head rotation reconstruction on two variables: remounting and form factors. The result also shows that
neither of remounting (F(1,48) = 3.07 and p = 0.086) and form factors (F(1,48) = 2.22 and p=0.142) have significant
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Fig. 14. The change of the MAE of parameters and rotation head before remounting and after remounting

effect on the head rotation reconstruction result. We found no interaction effect between these two variables
(F(1,48) = 0.145 and p = 0.7).

Fig. 15. MAE of parameters and rotation angles on each participant with necklace and neckband in sitting scenario with
remounting

Table 2. Average results of thirteen participants in sitting scenario with remounting (The results are shown with [Mean |
Standard Deviation])

Scenario Form factor
Blendshape MAE active MAE peak MAE

Sitting scenario
with remounting

Necklace 34.166 | 9.518 40.025 | 11.119 46.194 | 13.559
Neckband 28.418 | 7.859 32.535 | 8.051 35.999 | 9.597

Form factor
Angle (◦) Yaw MAE Pitch MAE Roll MAE

Necklace 4.733 | 4.156 3.368 | 1.464 4.908 | 1.929
Neckband 3.415 | 1.721 3.061 | 1.228 4.472 | 1.051
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Table 3. Average results of thirteen participants in walking scenario (The results are shown with [Mean | Standard Deviation])

Scenario Form factor
Blendshape MAE active MAE peak MAE

Walking scenario

Necklace 25.359 | 6.351 30.123 | 7.693 33.291 | 11.863
Neckband 22.635 |5.196 29.109 |7.660 30.735 | 9.550

Form factor
Angle (◦) Yaw MAE Pitch MAE Roll MAE

Necklace 1.906 | 0.691 1.860 | 0.686 3.604 | 0.858
Neckband 1.667 | 0.495 1.544 | 0.340 4.541 | 0.743

7.3 Result for Walking Experiment
We used the training data collected in the training session from the walking scenario to train our model, and used
the data from the second session (testing session) in the same scenario as the testing data to evaluate the system
performance. The detailed results were shown in Table 3. Our system achieved an average MAE of 25.359(SD =
6.351) for necklace and 22.635 (SD = 5.196) for neckband on estimating facial expressions. From the experiment
results, the necklace on P2 performs best with 13.963 MAE and worst on P5 with 36.480 MAE of parameters; the
neckband on P11 performs best with 14.790 MAE and worst on P9 with 32.166 MAE of parameters.
We conducted one-way ANOVA on the MAE of facial expressions and head rotation angles between two

different form factors. As for the facial expression reconstruction (F(1,24) = 1.43 and p=0.24), the form factors did
not significantly affect either, which was different from the sitting scenario without remounting. As for head
rotation reconstruction, the form factors did not have a significant effect (F(1,24) = 0.87 and p =0.358), which was
similar to result of the sitting scenario without remounting.
The walking scenario results are very encouraging and even surprising, as it worked better than when the

participants were sitting. One possible explanation is that we did not ask participants to rotate the hand while
walking, making the reconstruction task easier than the sitting scenario, where the participant was instructed to
rotate the head in four directions. We will further discuss this in 8.2.

7.4 Summary
According to the results, we found that the neckband generally performs better than the necklace in all three
studies. One possible explanation is that the cameras on the neckband could capture more information from both
sides. Additionally, the neckband is more stable as it fits the body closely as it is larger, which provides more
support and stability.

In our user study, there are eight users wearing glasses (P3, P5, P6, P7, P8, P10, P11, and P12). The blendshape
MAE is 31.761 with necklace and 25.054 with neckband in the sitting scenario without remounting. The result of
participants with glasses does not have an apparent decrease. Therefore, we conclude that glasses will not have
an obvious impact on our results.
Furthermore, we found P7 as the outlier in our study. After reviewing the data, we found that the long hair

of P7 blocked a significant portion of the camera’s view for both necklace and neckband in the experiment.
The recorded images had little information on the chin and neck, which causes our system to fail. This is one
limitation of NeckFace, that the system does not work well if the camera is blocked by cloth or hairs.

8 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the practical challenges and opportunities for applying NeckFace on practical applica-
tions based on the study results.
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Fig. 16. Comparison between C-Face and NeckFace. Row 2,3: 3D mesh model© Apple. Row 5,6: 3D mesh model© TurboSquid

8.1 Performance Comparison between C-Face and NeckFace
As we have discussed in the introduction, C-Face is the other wearable device that can continuously track facial
expressions. In this section, we want to compare the performance between C-Face and NeckFace. It is hard to
compare the MAE between the two papers directly, and the ground-truth acquisition method is different. C-Face
uses 42 landmarks extracted from Dlib, while NeckFace uses 52 Blendshape parameters extracted from TrueDepth
camera by ARKit.
We decided to compare the performance by directly putting the predicted facial expressions from C-Face

and NeckFace side by side as shown in Figure 16, as the facial expressions in NeckFace overlap with the facial
expressions used in C-Face such that the readers can directly interpret the visual difference between the results.
We contacted the authors of C-Face, who granted us permission to use C-Face figures in our paper. The C-Face
reconstructs the face with unity from those 42 landmarks on the eyes, mouth, and nose. While NeckFace has
52 parameters and three angles to fully reconstruct the facial movement and head rotation in detail. These
parameters are able to capture the subtle changes of not only mouth and eyes but also face parts like cheek
and eye-brown, which can not be represented by the 48 landmarks. As Figure 16 shows, the predicted facial
expressions using NeckFace are visually better or closer to the real facial expressions, especially when the facial
expressions require more movements. For example, in the sixth column from the left (sneer to the right), the
reconstructed facial expression using NeckFace is significantly more vivid than C-Face.

There are many reasons attributed to this: Firstly, NeckFace uses a much better quality of ground-truth, which
can capture the entire facial movements including eyes, eyebrows, cheeks, mouth, nose, chins. DLib used by
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C-Face can only capture eyes and eyebrows, and mouth. Secondly, NeckFace used a customized loss function to
assign different weights to frames, designed to secure better performance when the facial movement is significant.
Thirdly, the camera on the neck captures more information, such as chin, cheeks, nose, mouth, neck. C-Face only
captures incomplete side contours from the ear. The grey-scale images used in NeckFace contain 2D information,
while C-Face only has 1D information (contour line).

Based on our experience, NeckFace can apparently represent a much richer set of subtle facial movements
in higher accuracy than C-Face. However, this is based on our own subjective perception. To acquire more
substantial proof of the performance difference, we plan to conduct qualitative studies to have participants
compare the estimated facial expressions by the two techniques in the future.

Beyond these differences, it is essential to remember that these two systems have very different form factors to
satisfy the diverse needs of the users in the future. The goal of this paper(NeckFace) is not to beat the performance
on C-Face. Instead, we vision C-Face and NeckFace are complementary to each other. They together can form an
ecosystem on the wearable-based facial tracking system, which offers the users different options in a variety of
contexts.

8.2 Outdoor Scenario and Hardware Improvements
Like any camera-based system, sunlight’s inference is a potential issue for our system, as sunlight contains the
850nm spectrum light, which may interfere with the reflected IR lights in the captured IR images. The top left of
Figure 17 displays the IR images of chin and face captured using NeckFace under the indoor scenario and outdoor
scenario with strong sunlight. Due to sunlight’s impact, the background in IR images outdoors is brighter than
indoors, making it more challenging to segment the human body in the IR images.

One possible solution is to use the more advanced IR light source and the IR filter on the camera to address this
issue, such that the overlap on the light spectrum between the sunlight and project IR light source is minimal.
We tried different IR cameras to explore this option and found that the IR camera in Leap Motion can effectively
filter out the natural light even in an outdoor environment.

The sensing principle of Leap Motion is very similar to our methods: both project the pattern-less IR light on
the object and use the IR camera to capture the IR images. However, Leap Motion used more advanced hardware
(two monochromatic IR cameras and three brighter IR LEDs) and a better exposure strategy and algorithm to
better handle the sunlight issues.

Fig. 17. Left: The IR images of chin indoors and outdoors using NeckFace and Leap Motion. Right: The blendshape MAE of 2
participants and 2 researchers with Leapmotion and our IR camera
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To compare the facial expression reconstruction performance using Leap Motion and our NeckFace in the
outdoor scenario, we conducted a preliminary study with 4 participants (two were coauthors). We only chose five
facial expressions (smile, open mouth, kissy face, eye close, eyebrow raise). The procedure is similar to the previous
study; these participants repeated the five facial expressions six times indoors (6300 frames) as the training data
and then repeated twice outdoors as testing data (2100 frames). In Figure 17 right, the MAE for NeckFace and
LeapMotion is 55.6 and 31.8, respectively. Per Figure 10, the results showed that the current NeckFace camera did
not work well in the outdoor environment while leap motion provided a promising direction. Therefore, although
the current hardware set in NeckFace may not immediately work well in an outdoor environment, one possible
solution is to adopt advanced filters and IR light source to filter out the natural light in the background.

Another possible solution is to implement a pattern in the IR light source. We are inspired by the FaceID system
from the iPhone, which provides Neckface with another optional solution to sunlight issues. Currently, our IR
LED justly projects the infrared light on our chin, while the structured light module in iPhone can project the IR
pattern encoded with spatial and temporal information. Such a carefully designed pattern can help segment the
object that the pattern projected from the background. Besides, these patterns can also provide extra information,
like depth, leading to even better performance. With the development of Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
technology, we believe that the smaller IR projector has the potential to be widely used in wearable devices in
the future. We plan to explore this in the next step.

8.3 The Influence of Head Rotation on Facial Expression Reconstruction
In the sitting scenario, participants were asked to move the head in four directions while performing the facial
expressions. To explore the impact of different head rotation angles on the performance, we did another analysis.
We only analyzed the direction on pitch and yaw as they are the major moving direction during the study.

We first calculated the average of blendshape parameter MAE across 13 participants at different head rotation
angles (represented by a 2D coordinate (Yaw, Pitch) as shown in Figure 18(a)). We plotted two heatmaps to
visualize the MAE distribution for the necklace and neckband in Figure 18(a),(b) respectively. In these figures, the
brighter color means higher MAE and worse performance. If the figures’ area is black, it means no participants
reached this angle combination on yaw and pitch in the study.

As we can observe, the higher MAE tends to be distributed on the area with higher absolute value on Yaw and
Pitch, especially with large values on Yaw (rotate head to the right and left). Besides, if we compare the MAE
distribution of the necklace and neckband, it is visually apparent that the MAE of the necklace increases much
higher when the absolute value of yaw increased compared to the neckband.

To explain the results, we further analyzed the raw IR image of three conditions using necklace and neckband:
1) head pose kept in the middle, 2) Pitch is large 3) Yaw is large as shown in Figure 18(c). These pictures show that
when users rotate their head to the right, left, or up, some part of chin, mouth, and cheek becomes invisible to the
IR camera. Such information loss tends to decrease the facial expression reconstruction performance, especially
when the absolute value of yaw increases. For the necklace, since it only has one camera directly below the
chin, more parts of the cheek and mouth would be blocked during head rotation. However, when it comes to the
neckband, because of the two IR cameras, it covers a larger area of the chin and face, even when the user rotates
their head to one side. Therefore, the neckband is more robust in estimating facial expressions when the head
moves to extreme positions.

8.4 Facial Reconstruction with Different Skin Tone
Given that our system is based on active IR sensing, the different surface and skin colors may impact how the IR
lights are reflected on the body. In our current user study, we did not systematically evaluate this issue. However,
we found multiple previous research studies that investigated how IR lights with different wavelengths would
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Fig. 18. The raw IR image captured by necklace and neckband during head rotation. The MAE distribution with different
head rotation wearing necklace and neckband

reflect different types of skins (e.g., color). In [6, 8], the researchers explored the optical reflectivity and emissivity
of infrared wavelengths on different skin colors. They found that the skin pigmentation has little impact on the
IR (from 0.76`m - 10`m) reflectivity and emissivity of skin because the IR light cannot penetrate the Stratum
Basale, which contains the pigmentation. Based on this finding, we believe our IR camera should work well with
different skin colors. In addition, other papers [18, 45, 65] also utilize the infrared camera (such as Leap Motion)
on human skin (such as the human hand) in a similar way as our NeckFace. In these papers, they confirmed
that the infrared camera (e.g., Leap Motion) could work well with different skin colors [18, 45, 65]. In Summary,
based on the results from the above prior research, we think it is likely that the different skin colors would not
introduce a significant effect on the performance of NeckFace with 850𝑛𝑚 infrared sensing. However, to make a
substantial claim, we plan to conduct more studies in the future to investigate this issue systematically.

8.5 Power Consumption Analysis
Power consumption is critical for any wearable device. In this section, we offer the estimation of power con-
sumption on NeckFace. We apply the USB Digital Power Meter [2] to connect to the Raspberry Pi power supply
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wire to test the total power consumption. For the Raspberry Pi 4, its no-load power is around 1.75𝑊 . When the
camera is connected to the Raspberry Pi, and it is collecting the data (the frame rate of the camera is 30 FPS),
the total power consumption is around 2.7𝑊 . When the IR LED turns on, the total power is around 4𝑊 . Taking
the EEMB battery with 30 × 40 × 6𝑚𝑚 size, 15𝑔 and 3.7𝑉 voltage weight as an example4, its capacity is 850𝑚𝐴ℎ,
widely used, and suitable to power mobile and wearable devices. When the camera frame rate is 30𝐹𝑃𝑆 , and
IR LED is driven by 3.3𝑉 , the working time for one 850𝑚𝐴ℎ battery is around 1 hours. Admittedly, the power
consumption of our existing prototype now makes it a bit challenging to be immediately adopted on commodity
wearables. However, the purpose of the paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of this idea.

We can further optimize the power consumption in the future. In NeckFace, the main power consumption
consists of three parts: Raspberry Pi 4, IR camera and IR LED. Firstly, we can deploy other low-power MCU
equipped with a wireless module such as Raspberry Pi Zero (700𝑚𝑊 ) or ESP (210𝑚𝑊 ) instead of the Raspberry
Pi 4, which can help save plenty of power. Secondly, as for IR camera, we can either lower the frame rate
and resolution to decreases the energy, or replace OV5647 with low-power image sensors, such as OV97125
(1280x800@30FPS, 110mW), OV97556 (1280x720@60FPS, 100mW). Finally, IR LED is consuming a lot of energy.
We also have two plans to reduce its power further. (1) Currently, the voltage we use to drive the IR LED module
is 3.3V. However, we may not need such a high voltage to power the LED, and reducing the drive voltage can
help save much energy. For example, we have measured that when the drive voltage decreases from 3V to 2V, the
power consumption of IR LED decreases from 627𝑚𝑊 to 168.6𝑚𝑊 . (2) Secondly, the IR LED is always turned
on, and it is a waste of power while the shutter of the camera is closed. Hence, we can use pulse to drive the
LED to lower the power consumption. Specifically, we can turn on the LED just before the camera shutter opens
and captures the new frames, while we can keep the LED off at other time. For example, we found that the LED
consumption decreases from 627𝑚𝑊 to 192.6𝑚𝑊 when the duty cycle decreases from 100% to 30% (frame rate is
30FPS and LED drive voltage is 3𝑉 ). So, if we can deploy the C-Face with ESP32 (210𝑚𝑊 ), OV9755(100𝑚𝑊 ), and
IR LED with 30% duty cycle (192.6𝑚𝑊 ), the battery life (3.7𝑉 , 850𝑚𝐴ℎ) can be extended from 1 hour to around
6.25 hours. We also plan to explore the relationship between new low-power hardware setting (LED’s duty cycle)
and the performance of the facial expression reconstruction model in the future. Nevertheless, we believe that
the power load is neither a fundamental limitation of NeckFace nor a significant problem for demonstrating the
feasibility of our research idea.

We will explore different options for low-power sensing as the immediate next step before it can be deployed
at scale in real-world scenarios.

8.6 Deploying NeckFace on Low-resource Devices
The system we used in the user study, recorded the data first, which were then process on a workstation offline.
However, moving forward, it is critical to understand how and whether NeckFace can be deployed on a low-
resource platform to make real-time facial movement classification. We explored two different system settings
that could make a real-time prediction on the edge device (e.g., wearables). We discuss the system requirement
and our implementations for these two settings in the following paragraphs, respectively.

In the first setting, we defer all heavy computing workloads to a remote computer which is more powerful to
process the image data. The wearable device only collects the sensing data and transmits the data to the remote
computer through wireless communication (e.g., WiFi). In this setting, given most of the edge device can transmit
data in real-time, the bottleneck is how fast the data can be transmitted to the remote cloud server, and how
much time the cloud need to process the data and return the results.

4https://www.amazon.com/EEMB-653042-Rechargeable-Connector-Certified/dp/B082152887?ref_=ast_sto_dp
5https://www.ovt.com/sensors/OV9712-1D
6https://www.ovt.com/sensors/OV9755
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The resolution of each IR image is 480 × 360 pixels (around 53 KB each frame). Given a frame rate of 30 FPS,
the required bandwidth to transmit the data is 53 KB/Frame x 30FPS = 1.59 MB/s, which is much lower than
the maximum bandwidth in most WiFi networks nowadays. To estimate the processing time on the server, we
develop a real-time demo system by deploying the deep learning model on a laptop (GPU: RTX 2080Ti, CPU:
Intel Core i7-9700, RAM: 64G.) as the remote server. We transmitted the data through WiFi to this laptop, which
real-time processes the data and return the prediction results. The deep learning model needs around 0.0001
to 0.0003s to process the data for results for each frame on the laptop. We have also measured the wireless
transmission latency ranges from 10ms to 30ms. Our deep learning model takes 162 MB in the memory of the
laptop. The results of the facial expressions were visualized in real-time using a program in Unity with 30 FPS.
Although further optimization can be done to improve the FPS or the system requirement further, this setting
proved that deploying the model on the cloud is one feasible approach to run NeckFace on low-resource devices.
Another solution to deploy NeckFace is to deploy the machine learning model on the edge device, which is

much more challenging than the first setting. To explore this option, we deployed our model using PyTorch on
Jetson Nano (which has 128 CUDA Cores for GPU) for real-time classification. The IR camera was connected to
the CSI port in the Jetson Nano for data transmission. Upon receiving the new frame of IR image, the Jetson Nano
loads the image to the GPU on board, processing and predicting the images on the fly. Our deep learning model
takes 162 MB in its memory. Since the whole computing is finished on edge, there is no bandwidth requirement.
As for the computation burden, we can achieve a prediction speed of 13 FPS in Jetson Nano. Considering Nano’s
size are still too large for a practical wearable system, we believe the reasonable next step is to use Google Coral
USB accelerator for model prediction. According to the Coral official benchmark, the TPU could achieve 56 FPS
for ResNet-50, and 151 FPS for ResNet-152 7. Since Coral only allows a quantization model, the speed could be
dramatically accelerated and lead to faster prediction. We plan to further explore this option in the future.

8.7 Bring Temporal Information to the Deep Learning
Currently, our deep learning model based on ResNet only utilizes one frame of IR image to reconstruct facial
expression and head rotation. However, if we also feed the adjacent images to the deep learning model, which
would provide extra-temporal information and improve performance. Especially when one frame is blocked, we
can also use the adjacent frames to estimate the reconstruction result in this blocked frame. In the field of human
body reconstruction (such as full-body tracking [47, 60], hand track [66]), the temporal deep learning model,
such as CNN-LSTM [60] and Temporal Convolutional Network (TCN) [47] has be demonstrated to outperform
the traditional CNN. Thus, in the future, we can also deploy a similar structure in NeckFace to further improve
our system’s reconstruction ability and robustness.

8.8 Applications
After evaluating our system in both sitting and walking scenarios, we believe it has a wide range of application
fields and could benefit people’s daily lives. These include:
(1) Virtual conferencing and remote collaboration: Mainstream video call requires the user to sit in front of

the camera; however, this could be inconvenient if the call is about debugging a piece of hardware on a
bench. NeckFace provides the exact solution for this problem: with NeckFace, the user could efficiently
conduct other activities while having a "virtual" call with other people.

(2) Facial expression detection in VR: When wearing a VR helmet, the upper part of the face is usually blocked,
thus preventing acquiring facial expression information. Our system might be the solution since it only uses
the chin, nose, and cheek images from the neck (apparently not blocked by the VR helmet) to reconstruct
the facial expressions.

7https://coral.ai/docs/edgetpu/benchmarks/
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(3) Silent speech: This interface allows the user to give input and command without using the sound, which is
usually to help people who cannot speak. Since we could reconstruct the mouth movement, we believe it is
feasible for our system to do silent speech word recognition.

(4) Eating detection: People’s eating behavior is an essential indicator for their health, and it usually requires
the monitoring device to detect when, what and how the food is eaten. Our system seems to be an excellent
choice to achieve such goals: our reconstruction could indicate the food intake pattern by detecting the
mouth movements and analyzing the eating time.

(5) Mental health monitoring: Facial expressions could also be an essential indicator of mental health. Our
system might also help to monitor people’s emotions, which helps analyze mental health, thus providing
people with better recommendations and advice.

8.9 Limitations and Future Work
All research prototypes have limitations, so does NeckFace. In this section, we discuss the limitations of the
current prototype and potential solutions.

Fig. 19. Smaller hardware
configuration

8.9.1 Hardware Optimization. Admittedly, the current implementation of NeckFace
can not be immediately adopted as a wearable commodity device due to its size because
the current system implementation requires multiple hardware components, which
have not been fitted into one piece of neck-mounted form factor such as the processor
(Raspberry Pi). However, we would like to highlight that the prioritized goal of the
paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of the idea of using a neck-mounted IR camera
to estimate the full facial movements, in which NeckFace is the first of its kind. As
all research prototypes do, our implementation can be further improved towards a
more practical wearable device. We do believe that with further engineering efforts, the
system has the potential to be implemented on a much smaller piece of hardware. For
instance, Raspberry Pi is apparently an overkill for the function needed in NeckFace,
as it is only used to collect and transmit the information to the server. The IR sensors
can also be smaller with more customized PCBs and modules. We made the hardware
choices for fast prototyping as a proof-of-concept. We believe that it is possible to
design a customized PCB that can host the processor, WiFi module, lighting module, battery, and IR camera
together in one piece, which can be put into a necklace. So, we have designed a customized PCB for the IR camera
module, as shown in Figure 19 to reduce the size of the hardware. It is visually much smaller than the version
used in the user study. With more interactions, we are confident that the PCB size can become even smaller with
advanced engineering efforts to fit into neck-mounted wearables, as there is clear space in the PCB. Continuing
optimizing the hardware setting to make it more practical is one of the most important targets moving forward.

8.9.2 Hair/beard Blocking. One apparent limitation with NeckFace is that if the camera is blocked significantly by
the hair, NeckFace may not work well in these scenarios, as shown by P7 in the user study. One possible solution is
to explore other locations under the chin, making the camera less venerable to being blocked by the hair. Another
potential improvement is to adopt temporal deep learning models(e.g., LSTM) to use the temporal information to
make the predicted results more robust to occasional noise. For example, if the hair only occasionally blocked part
of the camera, a temporal model may provide a more stable performance than CNN, which provides a prediction
on each frame independently.

If a user has a beard that covers the face, it may not impact the performance of NeckFace as much as the long
hair if the beard is not directly blocking the camera. Because we think the beard can be recognized as part of the
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shapes on the chin, which also moves as the user performing facial expressions. We will investigate this issue in
the future.

8.9.3 Strenuous Exercise. In our walking scenario study, we did not control the walking speed of the participants.
We just asked them to walk. However, we observed that most participants walk at a speed that was a bit slower
than the normal walking speed in the user study. The potential reason is that the participants have to watch the
instruction videos as they walk, which slowed their walking speed. Therefore, the results of our study in the
walking scenario only indicated a possibility of using NeckFace in walking. However, it is unclear how well the
system would perform if the users walk at a much higher speed, running or jumping. These situations may be
challenging for the current NeckFace prototype to address, especially for the necklace form factor because the
necklace would swing and oscillate during running or jumping. A potential solution is to revise the design of the
form factor and fix the position of the camera on the body or the cloth. We will explore other design options to
address this issue in the future.

8.9.4 User-dependency. Another limitation of the current system is that our deep learning model is user-
dependent, which means each user needs to provide the training data before the system can start tracking
their facial expressions. The training process on NeckFace took around 7 minutes, and the user does not recollect
training data after remounting.

To evaluate the feasibility of building an independent user model, we use the training data from 12 participants
to train a model, evaluate it on the testing data from the remaining participant, and use the remaining one
participants. The MAE of the facial expressions was 69.514 and 71.189 for necklace and neckband, respectively.
The MAEs for the rotation angles are 9.047 and 8.144 for necklace and neckband, respectively. The results indicate
that our system could not perform well for user-independent study to estimate facial expressions, which was not
surprising at all. Because different people have different chin and face shapes, it is hard to expect a model with
such a small training set to generalize well on new user data. However, if provided with a huge amount of data as
speech recognition tasks, it would be interesting to explore how to make the NeckFace user-independent model.
This data collection process is highly demanding for resources (e.g., funding, workers). If we have a chance, we
would like to partner with industry leaders to explore this possibility.

9 CONCLUSION
This paper presents NeckFace, the first neck-mounted wearable that can continuously track the full facial
expressions. It uses neck-mounted IR cameras to capture the chin and face shapes under the neck, which is
learned by a customized CNN model to predict facial expressions. A user study with 13 participants showed that
NeckFace could track facial expressions well on both necklace and neckbands when the participants were sitting,
walking, or remounting the device. We also discussed the opportunities and challenges of applying NeckFace in
real-world scenarios.
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